Abstract : In the modern Society, the human's way of thinking as well as the new cultural creation has been changing by bringing on a change rapidly. The moderns are demanding humanity and the new cultural cretion through the exchange between the old things and new things by setting material before everything else. The latest trends of today had an effect on the fasion Illustration, a new art category, which gives a new image. This report of frsearch has a purpose which expresses korean images by connecting the korean tradition style to the modern fashion. And we are concerned about the national cultere and tradtion with the international stream. For this reason I studied these for the purpose of expanding expression area of sewing techniques by applying to fashion Illustration expressing handcraft techniques by natural beauty improving the modern and traditional images, updating, and succeeding to tradition. As the way of studying and contents, I referred to the inside and outside of the country's literatures, these, publications, magazines, or the internet sufing. Firstly, as the theoretical study, Istudied a conception and history of the fashion Illustration. I stedied the theoretical background of the sewing techiques through the histories, tools, and techiques. The theoretical background of the sewing handicraft is studied through the colors, patterns, materials and sorts. I also and indicated the various works by the domestic designers.
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